
Award winning murder mystery creator launches
brand new immersive solo play product on
Kickstarter

A sample box from the CosyKiller series

The team behind the CosyKiller project

Already funded and with two weeks left
to run, Cosykiller looks set to be a new
gaming experience that will take the
world by storm.

GRIMSBY, LINCOLNSHIRE, UK, August
18, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Red
Herring Games have been creating
award winning murder mystery games for
over 10 years.

Cosykiller is their latest murder mystery
design and is aimed primarily at the solo
sleuth. With just two weeks left to run on
their Kickstarter Crowdfunding campaign
and already fully funded - this new game
format looks set to take the world by
storm.

The unique crime puzzle game will
enable individual players to immerse
themselves in the golden age of fiction in
a self-driven investigation which will
require all their intelligence and
perception.  It's like an Agatha Christie
novel but with you playing Miss Marple!

Unlike many role playing games on the
market which are utilising modern
gadgetry, Red Herring Games have
returned to old fashioned era of
deduction, presenting the players with
documents and artifacts from the 1930s
as they try to discover the perpetrators of a cold case.

“Everyone is going digital these days,” Said managing director Jo Smedley, “But we wanted to go back
to the touchy-feely world of the 1930s. No one gets mail any more. Everything is on-line, but there is
something really special about handling letters and objects. We wanted to supply a product that was
immersive, engaging, and encouraged discussion.”

Cosykiller is the first murder mystery game aimed at the solo sleuth, but it’s also ideal for families and
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The Red herring Games team at their most recent
award win - being presented their award by Sue Perkins

small groups.

“Families and small groups can work
together to puzzle out the boxes.” Jo
Smedley said. “We imagine over the
course of the year players might end up
producing their own version of an
incident board to help them puzzle
through the mystery.”

The company has launched the project
on Kickstarter on the 1st August and
within 24 hours had already raised 70%
of their development. With just under two
weeks left to run, Red Herring Games
are appealing to those interested in
obtaining the first box for Christmas to
sign up through their Kickstarter program
now. Those interested can pledge to
receive just one box or the entire series
and join the others who are gaining a massive discount before the product goes live just before
Christmas this year.

For more information, please visit https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/redherringgames/cosykiller-for-
the-armchair-detective
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